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The way in which comic books are digitally designed, color coding is a strong key
component on how the comic is created. When creating characters that are colored, the
computer cannot carry out that pigment because the data runs out of variations to make it
possible. I can use this to help defend my argument as to why people oppose
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The publishing industry would not hesitate to create a more diverse comic book universe;
if only it would make enough money. Many examples of diversity in this particular
universe do not flow which concludes into sales declining. This is beneficial to my paper
because it expresses the cry for help when it comes to creators who need to make
storylines believable to cause conformity and success in the financial stance. For films
and books to seem real, one must become familiar with the background, to stray away
from stereotypes and rigidness throughout the media platform.
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This article states that one should not racebend popular comic book characters because it
is just a way to gain more audiences and make profit. It also says it should not happen
because there are already superheroes of color that do not get enough recognition. I am at
a crossroads about using this as a counter argument because I feel as though it is not valid
enough. Static Shock has made an impact on the black youth’s community. However, the
franchise of these characters has not been expanded enough. As to why I do not see a
problem with racebending because it gives access to a more flexible platform.
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Taking real people and their stories and whitewashing them will not be beneficial for the
box office. The only exception of changing the race of a character will be an actor or
actress that effortlessly good that audience will always be pleased with. Even if that is
pleasing to the eye, it still takes away from the story and does not make it plausible
because the culture and facial features or characteristics of the person plays a pivotal role.
This helps my argument because it shows that the audiences that are against changing
fictional characters are focusing on smaller problems that are not problems at all. The
uprising about characters that are not real gets more attention than altering a real story
that needs to be expressed.
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This article suggests times where racebending characters when they appear on big screens
and television series would be appropriate. Mostly focusing on smaller characters and
ones that have their cultures tying deep into how they interact with others and their
perception of the world; basically, being the only person that could play their stereotype
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right. It can be inferred that the thought of changing the race of characters can have
repercussions of implying a message that was not supposed to be received. With this
information, I can attempt to figure out why do audiences have problems with people of
color being the hero and whites being villains. I can even try to see why it must make a
racial argument when it is truly good fighting evil. Or is it?
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Racebending in the comic book world is when a character that is originally white will
now be a person of color. As the phrase of “whitewashing” is its opposite; where
characters of colors are becoming white characters. Many comic book universe
supporters in this article are said to fear this method because the comic then loses its
“authenticity.” This article will help me because it expresses how the plots and characters
change throughout the course of time frequently so it will its authenticity will always
diminish. It just so happens to affect the audience more when the skin color and
background is flipped. Bringing this evidence to the table shows how certain audiences
oppose representation of other races.
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History of these comic book characters runs deeper and holds a deeper meaning more
than what others think. The tone and personality of certain characters pertain to a race
and it should not be changed. This would go with my argument to prove that there are
stereotypes in this world. Most people cannot adapt to change; therefore, they go against
it. Maybe the reason for that is because the person’s background combines with their
actions that may enhance the plot.

